
CODE OF CONDUCT for PARENTS/CAREGIVERS & SUPPORTERS
➔ Treat all players and opponents with respect.
➔ Respect that students are involved in sport for fun and enjoyment as much as

competition.
➔ Support good play and applaud good performance from all competitors.
➔ Attempt to understand the rules of the game.
➔ Focus on being supportive at all times.
➔ Accept the decisions of the o�cials and coaches.
➔ Display self-control on the sideline and always be positive.
➔ Show appreciation for people who volunteer their time to make sport happen.
➔ Remember that we are all capable of making mistakes.
➔ Co-operate with the school to achieve the best outcomes for your child.
➔ Support the school’s policy of a smoke, alcohol vape and drug free environment.
➔ Encourage children always to compete according to the rules and to settle

disagreements amicably.

CODE OF CONDUCT for PLAYERS

★ Treat the team management, team members and the opponents with respect.
★ Play hard, but within the rules.
★ Exercise self-control at all times.
★ Not react negatively, use of bad language or unnecessary gestures, whether directed

at an umpire/referee, another player or oneself, is unacceptable.
★ Respect the decision of o�cials without gesture or argument, and will never argue with

an o�cial. If I disagree with a decision, I will inform the captain, coach or manager
during a break or after the competition.

★ Win with humility; lose with dignity.
★ Show that it is a privilege to represent the school.
★ Recognise and applaud honestly and wholeheartedly the e�orts of teammates and

opponents.
★ Co-operate with my team management, team members and opponents.
★ Thank the opposition and o�cials at the end of the game.
★ Respect the rights, dignity and worth of all participants regardless of their gender,

ability, cultural background or religion.


